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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
g| New temperature data gathered on inside-drywell Yarway level instrumentation revealed | '

"g| that the scram and ECCS initiation setpoints were set lower than required by [

TS 3.1.A and Table 3 2-2. The scram setpoint was found 3.77 inches lower than the |0 4

TS li iit of 144 inches above the active fuel; and the ECCS initiation setpoint was
|O 3

[37;i L705 inches lower than the TS limit of 84 inches above the active fuel. |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
i O | Initial Instrument reference leg calcualtions were based on a temperature of 135 F. |

0
, i |

Data taken revealed actual reference leg temperature to be approximately 190 F. |

, , ; Subsequent calculations showed this higher temperature would cause the level sensor
|

|
indicate higher than the actual water levels. All Unit One and Unit Two Yarway

|

i . | level indicating switches were recalibrated to reflect the new findings and |
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1. LER NUMSER: LER/R0 79-38/01T-0

11. LICENSEE NAME: Commonwealth Edison Company
Quad-Cities Nucear Power Station

Ill. FACILITY NAME: Unit One.

IV. DOCKET NUMBER: 050-254.

V. EVENT DESCRIPTION:

In July, 1979, quad-Cities Station received a General Electric

Service Information Letter (SIL) No. 299 The SIL explained
the effects of high drywell temperature in the reference leg
of the temperature compensating chamber far reactor vessel
water level instrumentation during an accident condition.
After reviewing the letter, it was decided to install thermocouples
on the condensing chamber, reference leg, and variable leg of
the Yarway level instrumentation inside the drywell. The
thermocouples were installed in Unit One during a maintenance
outage on September 18, 1979 Data were gathered for the
following months at different reactor power levels. Calculations
using the new data recently revealed that the scram and Emergency
Core Cooling S'ystem (ECCS) initiation setpoints were s4t lower
than required in Technical Specification 3.1.A and Table 3.2-
2. The scram setpoint was found 3.77 inches lower than the
Technical Specification limit of 144 inches above the active
fuel, and the ECCS initiation setpoint was 2 705 inches lower
than the Technical Specification limit of 84 inches above the

active fuel. An instrument setpoint change was written to
change the reactor vessel water level switch setpoints, an(
the NRC was made known of this phenomenon on November 28,
1979

VI. PROBABLE CONSEQ'JENCES OF THE OCCURRENCE:

The low-low water level switches are designed to initiate the
ECCS to prevent uncovering the core. The level switches are
used in conjunction with high drywell pressure switches to
sense an accident condition and initiate ECCS. During a large
pipe break loss-of-coolant accident, the high drywell pressure
would provide an ECCS initiation signal before the reactor
water level reached the low-low water level trip. During a
small line break in the drywell, all the ECCS level trips
should occur before the reference leg of the Yarway instrumentation
could heat up sufficiently to vary the differential pressure
sensed by the !evel indicating swi tches. Since the low-low
level trip setting was 80.3 inches above the active fuel, and
the high drywell pressure switches would have initiated the
ECCS if it had been required, the effects of this Instrument
error were minimal .

The low water level scram is designed to render the reactor
subcritical in anticipation of an ECCS injection or to prevent
a situation which could cause a low-low water level. The low
level scram.would permit the ECCS to remove decay heat from
the core rather than adding reactivity to a critical core.
The low level scram trip was still 139.2 inches above the
active fuel, which was sufficient level to maintain core
coverage and shutdown the reactor prior to an ECCS injection.
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Due to the conservatism of the station procedural setpoints,
the deviation from Technical Specification limits was smaller
than was possible. The low water levei trip was found to be
6.27 inches less than the Station procedural setpoint, but
exceeded the Technical Specification limit by only 3.77 i.nches.
The low-low water level trip was found to be 6.415 inches less
than the Station procedural setpoint, but exceeded the Technical
Specification limit by only 2 705 inches.

Vill. CAUSE:

Initial instrument reference leg calculations were based on a
temperature of 135 F. The data taken after installing the
thermocouples revealed the ambient temperature to be approximately

0190 F. This higher ambient temperature causes the reference
leg of the temperature compensating chamber to maintain a
higher temperature. The higher temperature in the reference
leg would decrease the density of the water in the leg; thus,
reducing the differential pressure between the reference leg
and variable leg in the chamber. The decreased differential
pressure would cause the level sensor to indicate higher than
the actual water level.

0Calculations using the actual 190 F drywell ambient temperature
showed that the low level switches changed by 6.27 inches, and
the low-low level switches changed by 6.415 inches.

Vill. CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The immediate corrective action was to initiate an instrument
setpoint change. All Unit One and Unit Two Yarway level
indicating switches were recalibr3ted to reflect the new
findings, plus the conservatism used to anticipate instrument
drift. The switches were all functionally tested satisfactorily
after calibration, instrument procedures are being revised to
reflect these changes.
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